Alfred Fowler articles from Proceedings Of The Royal Society

May 18, 2021
Alfred Fowler, Royal Society, Jeff Behary

Versuche über Photographie mittelst der Röntgen'schen Strahlen, or Experiments on Photography by Means of Röntgen's Rays

May 13, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Ulrich Ruedel, Lita Tirak, Jeff Behary

About Renewal In Medicine Of Concentrated Chemical Radiations - Niels R. Finsen

May 12, 2021
Niels R. Finsen, Jeff Behary

Outline Of Ultra Violet Therapy By A J Pacini

May 11, 2021
A. J. Pacini, Jeff Behary

Actinotherapy By H G Falkner

May 11, 2021
H. G. Falkner, Jeff Behary

Light Energy Maragaret A Cleave Chapters VII-XXI

May 11, 2021
Margaret A. Cleave, Jeff Behary

Light Energy Margaret A Cleave Chapters I VI
May 10, 2021
Margaret A. Cleaves MD, Jeff Behary
texts
GE Lamp Bulletin Incandescent Mercury Fluorescent

May 10, 2021
General Electric, Jeff Behary
texts
L. I. Notes

May 8, 2021
Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary
texts
Carlsbad Thermal Waters And Spring Products / Carlsbader Mineralwasser-Versendung

May 4, 2021
Carlsbader Mineralwasser Versendung, Jeff Behary
texts
The Chemical Action Of Ultraviolet Rays By Carleton Ellis And Alfred A. Wells

Apr 30, 2021
Carleton Ellis, Alfred A. Well, Jeff Behary
texts
Ozone And Antozone by Dr. Cornelius Fox

Apr 30, 2021
Dr. Cornelius Fox, Jeff Behary
texts
A Treatise On Actinic Ray Therapy By T. Howard Plank

Apr 30, 2021
T. Howard Plank, Jeff Behary
Ultraviolet Radiation Its Properties Production Measurement And Applications By M. Luckiesh

Apr 29, 2021
M. Luckiesh, Jeff Behary

Bibliography Of Electrotherapy Museum Collection 28 April 2021

Apr 28, 2021
Jeff Behary

Ultra-Violet Radiation And Actinotherapy Eleanor H. And W. Kerr Russell

Apr 28, 2021
Eleanor H. Russell, W. Kerr Russell, Jeff Behary

High Frequency Currents - Scanned 600 dpi -by Dr. Frederick Finch Strong

Apr 28, 2021
Frederick Finch Strong, Jeff Behary

High Frequency Apparatus by Thomas Stanley Curtis

Apr 28, 2021
Thomas Stanley Curtis, Jeff Behary

Blue And Sun Lights Their Influence Upon Life, Disease, &c. By Gen. A. J. Pleasonton

Apr 27, 2021
Gen. A. J. Pleasonton

Eder & Valenta Contributions to Photo Chemistry and Spectral Analysis
Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse

Apr 23, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary
texts

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse - IV. Theil Spectranalytische Studieren Uber Photographischen Dreifarbendruck V Theil Untersuchung Von Druckfarben

Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta
texts

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse III. Theil Verhalten Der Silbersalze Gegen Das Spectrum Farbensensibilisatoren

Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta
texts

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse II. Theil Sensitometrie Und Photometrie Chemisch Wirksamer Strahlen Solarisation

Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary
texts

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse I. Theil Spectranalytische Untersuchungen

Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary
texts

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse - Part 3
Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse - Part 2

Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary

T. S. Eliot Animula

Apr 21, 2021
T. S. Eliot, Jeff Behary

Beiträge zur Photochemie und Spectralanalyse - Part 1

Apr 21, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary

The Turn Of The Century Electrotherapy Museum

Apr 21, 2021
Jeff Behary

Pavel Zajiček of DG 307 holding Electrotherapy Museum photos and letter from Jeff Behary

Apr 21, 2021
Jaroslav Diblík

image

Nikola Tesla and Mark Twain in Tesla's Laboratory

Apr 20, 2021
Jeff Behary
Tesla’s Oscillator And Other Inventions

Apr 20, 2021

Thomas Commerford Martin, Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary

1896 X-Ray Waltzes Sheet Music

Apr 19, 2021

Jeff Behary

Beitrage Zur Photochemie Und Spectralanalyse Von Hofrath Dr. J. M. Eder Und E. Valenta

Apr 19, 2021

J. M. Eder, E. Valenta, Jeff Behary

Piffard Some Applications Of Static Electricity In Dermatology

Apr 15, 2021

Henry Piffard, Jeff Behary

Operating Instructions For Fischer Model J

Apr 15, 2021

Jeff Behary

A Brief Resume Of Diathermy

Apr 15, 2021

Jeff Behary

Installation Instructions For Fischer FO And LO Cabinets
Suggested Technic For Low Voltage Currents As Used In Fischer J

Operating Instructions For The Motor And Pump Features On Fischer Cabinets

Fischer Model DSP Shockproof X Ray

H G Fischer Modern X Ray Apparatus

H G Fischer Space Saver Machines

H G Fischer Low Voltage Therapy Compiled From Literature
Victor Variofrequency Diathermy Outfit

Roentgen Diagnosis Of Surgical Lesions

Campbell Clinix X Ray Apparatus

Liebel Flarsheim Bovie Warnings

Campbell Coolidge Clinical

Campbell Clinix With Photo
Waite & Bartlett Shockproof X-Ray

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

campbell at ama june 1931

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

garfield medical apparatus technique for low voltage and short wave therapy

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Electrosurgery With The Birtcher Electrosurgery Unit

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Keleket World Famous X Ray Equipment High Resolution

Apr 15, 2021
Kelly Koett, Jeff Behary

Mc Intosh Battery & Optic Company Hogan Silent X-Ray Transformer

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Dallons Laboratories Ultrasonic Diathermy Generators
Coolidge X Ray Tube Instructions (Soaked In Transformer Oil)

Victor Letter Vario Frequency Diathermy Apparatus

James M Andersen Medical Electricity Notes

Unknown Document From The 1300s

Medical Diathermy In Prostatic And Seminal Vesiculitis

Universal Bovie Electrosurgical And Diathermy Instructions
The Fundamentals Of Electrosurgery

Apr 15, 2021
Liebel Flarsheim, Jeff Behary

Instructions For Operating And Setting Up SW 227

Apr 15, 2021
Liebel Flarsheim, Jeff Behary

Lieber Farsheim Short Wave Diathermy SW 227

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

The Improved Davis Bovie Electrosurgical Unit

Apr 15, 2021
Liebel Flarsheim, Jeff Behary

Connecting And Operating Instructions For Bovie Office Model O 3

Apr 15, 2021
Liebel Flarsheim, Jeff Behary

Liebel Flarsheim Frequency Controlled Model SW 660

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Cervical Conivation Technique
Short Wave Diathermy In Pycgenic Operations Of The Head And Neck

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Diathermy In Ophthalmology

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Diathermy In The Treatment Of Irritable Colon

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Short Wave In Surgery

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Short Wave Diathermy In Nasal Sinus Disease

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Treatment Of Acne Vulgaris By Monoterminal Electrodesication

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Conization Of Cervix With Electric Scalpel
Electro Coagulation In Gynecological Conditions

Surgery Of Rectal Diseases By Electrothermic Methods

Treatment Of Urethral Strictures With Diathermy

Optimal Dosage In Short Wave Diathermy

Proctologic Electrosurgery

Cancer Of The Head And Neck
Severing Adhesions In Pneumothorax By Electrosurgical Methods

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

First Steps In Pneumolyses

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Electrosurgery In Advanced Cancer And Reconstruction

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Detachment Of The Retina

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Clinical Evaluation Of Short Wave Diathermy In Otolaryngology

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Treatment Of Carbuncle With Short Wave Diathermy

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Short Wave Therapy In Gynecology And Obstetrics
Liebel Flarsheim Principles Of Minor Electrosurgery

Operating Manual For Burdick Mf 490 Short Wave Diathermy

The Birtcher Corporation Catalogue Los Angeles 32

Treatment Of Prostatis By Diathermy

H. G. Fischer Low Voltage Therapy Compiled From Literature

Electrosurgical Excisional Biopsy
The Birtcher Corporation Catalogue

Apr 15, 2021
Birtcher Corp, Jeff Behary

Destruction Of Lesions With Electro Coagulation And Dessication

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Mc Intosh Table Cabinet Style E

Apr 15, 2021
McIntosh Battery & Optic Co, Jeff Behary

H Winfield Secor Construction Of Induction Coils And Transformers

Apr 15, 2021
H Winfield Secor, Jeff Behary

H. G. Fischer Low Voltage Machine Schematic

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

S. H. Monell Crookes Tubes And Static Machines

Apr 15, 2021
Samuel H Monell, Jeff Behary

A Modification Of The Evacuator
Medical Record - Piffard Hyperstatic Transformer - William James Morton Cancer Treatments

The Shelton High Frequency Violet Ray

Electrodes For STAR Rite Violet Rays

H. G. Fischer Simplified Manual Of X Ray Technic

H. G. Fischer Ultrasonics
Röntgen Rays And Electro-Therapeutics with chapters on Radium and Phototherapy

Apr 15, 2021
Mihran Krikor Kassabian, Jeff Behary

Violet Rays Aide The Life Process

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Thomas Stanley Curtis Articles

Apr 15, 2021
Thomas Stanley Curtis, Jeff Behary

Thomas Stanley Curtis Ads

Apr 15, 2021
Thomas Stanley Curtis, Jeff Behary

The Rogers Violet Ray High Frequency Generator

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Sterling Violet Ray Instruction Book

Apr 15, 2021
Jeff Behary

Liebel Flarsheim Fever Therapy
Thomas Browne Pseudodoxia Epidemica Or Enquiries Into Very Many Received Tenents And Commonly Presumed Truths

Electrotherapy Museum

The London Magazine Or The Gentlemens Monthly Intelligencer August 1759 (Benjamin Franklin)

Sir William Crookes Obituary

Nikola Tesla Obituary

Hugo Gernsback Experiments With Tesla Coil
Hugo Gernsback, Jeff Behary

texts

Nikola Tesla Electrotherapeutics 2

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts

Nikola Tesla Electrotherapeutics

Apr 13, 2021

Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary

texts

Letter From Sir William Crookes To Nikola Tesla

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts

Electrical Stars

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts

A Tesla Disruptive Coil

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts

A Tesla Coil

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts
Nikola Tesla Letter To Alice Trbojevich

Apr 13, 2021

Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary
texts

An Air Insulated Tesla Coil

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Nikola Tesla Letters To Adams Alternating Current

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Nikola Tesla On Light And Other High Frequency Phenomena

Apr 13, 2021

Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary
texts

Thomas Stanley Curtis Tesla Coils For Horticulture

Apr 13, 2021

Thomas Stanley Curtis, Jeff Behary
texts

Thomas Burton Kinraide

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary
image

Thomas Stanley Curtis with Tesla Coil

Apr 13, 2021
Czech Underground Andy Warhol Museum Meeting

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Joseph Priestley Excerpts

Apr 13, 2021

Joseph Priestley, Daniel Cuscela, Jeff Behary
texts

Kidde Dry Ice Apparatus

Apr 13, 2021

Kidde, Jeff Behary
texts

Frederick Finch Strong Scrapbook Excerpts

Apr 13, 2021

Frederick Finch Strong, Jeff Behary
texts

Tiberius Cavallo A Complete Treatise On Electricity

Apr 13, 2021

Tiberius Cavallo, Daniel Cuscela, Jeff Behary
texts

1700's Electrical Books

Apr 13, 2021

Jeff Behary, Daniel Cuscela
texts

Wappler Electric Archive

Apr 13, 2021
**Wappler Electric, Daniel Cuscela, Jeff Behary**

**Helio Lux Violet Ray**

Apr 13, 2021

Helio-Lux, Jeff Behary

texts

**Health Rays With Branston Violet Ray**

Apr 13, 2021

Chas A Branston, Jeff Behary

texts

**Wappler Covers**

Apr 13, 2021

Wappler Electric, Daniel Cuscela, Jeff Behary

texts

**The Veedee Vibrator**

Apr 13, 2021

Veedee, Jeff Behary

texts

**Fischer Portable High Frequency Apparatus**

Apr 13, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary

texts

**Fischer Portable K**

Apr 13, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary

texts
Fischer Interrupterless X Ray Transformer No 2

Apr 13, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer Style E Combination Cabinet

Apr 13, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
texts

The Last Painting Of William Bill Alexander

Apr 13, 2021
William (Bill) Alexander, Jeff Behary
texts

American Institute Of Electrical Engineers Autographed Menu

Apr 13, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Original Snook Photos From Canada

Apr 13, 2021
Daniel Cuscela, Jeff Behary
texts

Keely Motor Company Stock Certificate

Apr 13, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Frederic De Kraft Journal Of Advanced Therapeutics

Apr 13, 2021
Frederic de Kraft, Jeff Behary
texts

Tiberius Cavallo Of Light
Apr 12, 2021
Tiberius Cavallo, Jeff Behary
texts

Tiberius Cavallo Electricity And Magnetism
Apr 12, 2021
Tiberius Cavallo, Jeff Behary
texts

Campbell Sure X No. 1
Apr 12, 2021
Campbell Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Campbell X Ray Pricelist
Apr 12, 2021
Campbell Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

The Monthly Review May 1783
Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Catalogue Of X Ray Supplies
Apr 12, 2021
William Brown & Earle, Jeff Behary
texts
Dental X Ray Apparatus

Apr 12, 2021
American X-Ray Equipment Co, Jeff Behary
texts

Electricity Or Ethereal Fire

Apr 12, 2021
T. Gale, Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer’s Magazine 1926 1927

Apr 12, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
texts

HG Fischer Introduction To Short Wave Therapy

Apr 12, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
texts

E S Ritchie And Sons Catalogue Of Physical Instruments

Apr 12, 2021
E.S. Ritchie & Sons, Jeff Behary
texts

Niagara Falls Power Plant 2

Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Niagara Falls Power Plant 1

Apr 12, 2021
American X-Ray Journal October 1901

Apr 12, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Large Tesla Coil Oil Specifications

Apr 12, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Engeln Portable Diathermy Instructions

Apr 12, 2021

Engeln, Jeff Behary
texts

Elihu Thomson Wireless Transmission Of Energy

Apr 12, 2021

Elihu Thomson, Jeff Behary
texts

Lord Armstrong Colour Plates

Apr 12, 2021

Lord Armstrong, Jeff Behary
texts

Freedom Of Information Release On Nikola Tesla

Apr 12, 2021

Federal Bureau Of Investigation
texts

Universal Therapy Equipment

Apr 12, 2021
Fischer Type S Radiographic Unit X Ray

Apr 12, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
	exts

Fischer Galvanic Current Controller

Apr 12, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
	exts

Fischer G Diathermy

Apr 12, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
	exts

Ellis Micro Dynameter

Apr 12, 2021

Jeff Behary
	exts

Abrams Radionics - Autoclast Pathoclasc Oscilloclast

Apr 12, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
	exts

Violet Ray Name Plates

Apr 12, 2021

Jeff Behary
	exts
Vitalus Violet Ray

Apr 12, 2021
Vitalus, Jeff Behary
texts

Victor Standardized Technic Chart For Diathermy

Apr 12, 2021
Victor X-Ray, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Leonard Crow Tricks With High Frequency Currents

Apr 12, 2021
Leonard Crow, Jeff Behary
texts

Nikola Tesla The True Wireless

Apr 12, 2021
Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary
texts

Nikola Tesla - My Early Years

Apr 12, 2021
Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary
texts

Shutts Walters & Co Static Machines Finsen Lamp

Apr 12, 2021
Shutts & Walters Co, Jeff Behary
texts

College Of Electronic Medicine Shortwave Oscilloclast

Apr 12, 2021
Radicon Remote Controlled Bus Instructions
Apr 12, 2021
Radicon, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Parco Super Violet Ray
Apr 12, 2021
Parco, Longoria, Jeff Behary

Keely Motor Company Minority Report
Apr 12, 2021
Keely Motor Company, Jeff Behary

The William Meyer Company Wall Plate
Apr 12, 2021
William Meyers, Jeff Behary

Swett & Lewis Boston Ultraviolet Lamp
Apr 12, 2021
Swett & Lewis, Jeff Behary

Thomas Burton Kinraide German Patents
Apr 12, 2021
Thomas Burton Kinraide, Jeff Behary
Morris Fishbein Lectures on audio

Apr 12, 2021

Morris Fishbein, Jeff Behary

audio

Everyday Engineering May 1918 Model Rapid Fire Gun; Conduction Of Electricity Through Gases

Apr 12, 2021

Thomas Stanley Curtis, Raymond Francis Yates, Jeff Behary
texts

ERA Electronic Reactions Of Abrams

Apr 12, 2021

Abrams, Jeff Behary
texts

Electrocoagulation In Turbinates

Apr 12, 2021

Victor Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Electrocoagulation In Cervicitis

Apr 12, 2021

Victor Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Surgical Diathermy In The Treatment Of Cervicitis

Apr 12, 2021

Victor Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Instructions for McIntosh Polysine
McIntosh Universal Polysine #4 Directions For Operating

Fischer Type F Treatment Cabinet

Burdick Infrared Therapy

William Rollins Notes On X-Light

Campbell Electric Photos

Alrededor Del Mundo Imagenes Curiosas De La Electricidad
AS Aloe - The New Lightning Cabinet

Apr 12, 2021
A. S. Aloe, Jeff Behary
texts

G X Genito Urinary Diathermy Electrodes

Apr 12, 2021
General X-Ray, Jeff Behary
texts

Industrial Physiotherapy

Apr 12, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
texts

H. G. Fischer The Uses Of Physiotherapy In Renal Disease

Apr 12, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
texts

Diathermy Theory And Practice

Apr 12, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Service Manual For Burdick UV Lamps

Apr 12, 2021
Burdick, Jeff Behary
texts

The New Viracor Violet Ray
Nikola Tesla The Art Of Telautomatics - Remote Control

1923 Nikola Tesla Sir William Crookes articles

Nikola Tesla Bulbs

The Quenched Spark Gap

Monico Sanchez Photos

Marconi Mercury Turbine Interrupter
Instrucciones Aparato Generador De Rayos X Sanchez

Apr 12, 2021
Monico Sanchez, Jeff Behary
texts

Nikola Tesla Steam Clock

Apr 12, 2021
Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary
texts

Experimental Apparatus For Use with Static Electric Machine

Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Piercing Glass with induction coil

Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Mercury Dip Interrupter

Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Transatlantic Receiving Set

Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Electricity Used To Hasten Crops
Electrical Experimenter October 1913 Burnell Ford Electrical Wizard Hanovia Sunlamp Morse Wave Generator

Conical Oudin Coil

Century Magazine 1900 Nikola Tesla

H G Fischer Actual Facts And Methods Which Have Produced Sales

H G Fischer Type F K J And O Violet Rays

H. G. Fischer Family X Ray Tube
Electricity Is Life Frederick Finch Strong

Apr 12, 2021
Frederick Finch Strong, Jeff Behary

texts

High Frequency Apparatus by Ludwig Depose

Apr 12, 2021
Ludwig Depose, Jeff Behary

texts

High Frequency Horticulture

Apr 12, 2021
Thomas Stanley Curtis, Jeff Behary

texts

Electricity Is Life; X Ray Tubes For High Frequency Coils

Apr 12, 2021
Frederick Finch Strong, Jeff Behary

texts

Thomas Stanley Curtis Tesla Coil Basics

Apr 12, 2021
Thomas Stanley Curtis, Jeff Behary

texts

A Mercury Interrupter For Large Coils

Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary

texts

Robert Campbell and Westinghouse Worlds Fair
Westinghouse Electric, Jeff Behary

Elihu Thomson Papers: Keely, Kinraide, Tesla Coil

Aparato+ Portatil De Rayos X Sanchez Y Alta Frecuencia Para Trabajos Electro Fisicos

Monico Sanchez, Jeff Behary

1932 Vacuum Tube Tesla Coil

High Tension Condensers And Tesla Coil

Electrical Experimenter November 1916 Nikola Tesla

Medical Record, Jeff Behary
Jeff Behary Electrographs / Lichtenberg Figures
Apr 12, 2021
Jeff Behary

Magic Art Supplies and William (Bill) Alexander Paintings
Apr 11, 2021
William (Bill) Alexander, Alexander Art, Jeff Behary

Waltham Watch Speedometers
Apr 11, 2021
Stead Asquith, Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary

Tesla Induction Coil
Apr 11, 2021
Jeff Behary

Steavenson Letters Static Electricity
Apr 11, 2021
Steavenson, Jeff Behary

William James Morton Grave
Apr 11, 2021
Jeff Behary

Mc Intosh Violet Ray Beauty Culture
The Master High Frequency Violet Ray

Modern Medical Diathermy Technics

Excerpts from Guilleminot's Electricity in Medicine

Fischer Type J Violet Ray

Fischer Type H Cenco X Ray Coil

Electrotherapy In The Abstract (High Resolution)
Electro Radiation Company

Apr 11, 2021

Electro-Radiation Company, Jeff Behary

texts

Dr Frederick Finch Strong Electricity Is Life

Apr 11, 2021

Frederick Finch Strong, Jeff Behary

texts

Earle L Ovington

Apr 11, 2021

Robert Campbell, Jeff Behary

texts

Nikola Tesla Egg Of Columbus

Apr 11, 2021

Nikola Tesla, Jeff Behary

texts

Campbell Tesla X-Ray Coil Ad

Apr 11, 2021

Charles Campbell, Jeff Behary

texts

Nikola Tesla Electric Circuit Controllers

Apr 11, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts

AS Aloe Employee Photobook
Ajax Violet Ray Instructions

Electrical Experimenter July 1919 - Nikola Tesla Electrical Oscillators

X-Ray Burns

VI-RAY-O Instructions

The Truth About High Frequency

Radiolux Radiostat Radiofor I II III
Fischer Conference 1925

Fischer Accessories 1930

A New Theory On Ether And Mass Energy Relations by Nikola Trbojevich

Electrical Experimenter October 1915

The Improved Magneto Electric Machine For Nervous Disorders

Der TEFRA Apparat
Catalogue Of X Ray Apparatus And Electro Medical Apparatus By Cavendish

Apr 11, 2021

Cavendish Electric, Jeff Behary

texts

Induction Coils For Amateur Coil Makers - GE Bonney

Apr 11, 2021

G. E. Bonney, Jeff Behary

texts

Bleadon Dun Colour Images

Apr 11, 2021

Bleadon Dun, Jeff Behary

texts

Violet Rays As Applied With Violetta

Apr 11, 2021

Bleadon Dun, Jeff Behary

texts

The Theory Design And Construction Of Induction Coils

Apr 11, 2021

Henri Armagnat, Jeff Behary

texts

Electrotherapy Museum 2004 - Tesla Oscillator 2

Apr 11, 2021

Jeff Behary

texts

Electrotherapy Museum 2004 - Tesla Oscillator
Electrotherapy Museum 2004 - Victor X-Ray Tube

Electrotherapy Museum 2004 - James Seeley "Vulcan Coil" Discharges

Electrotherapy Museum 2004 - James Seeley "Vulcan Coil"

High Resolution Photos of Tesla Coils from Nikola Tesla, Thomas Burton Kinraide, and Dr. Frederick Finch Strong, Henry Piffard, Charles Campbell, and others.

Fitzgerald Violet Ray Salesman Sample

Electrical Experimenter Oct 1917 Oudin
Electrical Experimenter Oct 1917 New Electro Therapeutics

Apr 11, 2021

Electrical Experimenter Oct 1917 Ford Wizard

Apr 11, 2021

Electrical Experimenter 1923 High Voltage Experiments

Apr 11, 2021

Electrical Experimenter March 1916 Tesla Oscillator

Apr 11, 2021

Electrical Experimenter Apr 1918 Dead Bulbs

Apr 11, 2021

Nov 1919 Electrical Experimenter

Apr 11, 2021

1919 Tesla's Egg Of Columbus
How I Invented The Audion 1919

X-Ray Waltz dedicated to Frank Jones

Adrian Shoe-fitting X-Ray Instructions

Electrical Accidents And the Birth Of Shockproof X-Ray Systems

Some Experiments with X-Rays

Welch 2126 X Ray Tube Instructions
W. M. Welch, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

Toedliche Hochspannungsunfaelle Kleibeler

Apr 11, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

**Snook X-Ray Machines**

Apr 11, 2021

General Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

**Roentgen Praxis 1933 V P 269 Elektrische Unfaelle Grossman**

Apr 11, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

**Philips Technisch Tijdschrift 1938 Vol 3 P 296 Rotalixbuis Vd Tuuk**

Apr 11, 2021

Philips, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

**Meyrowitz X Ray Catalogue**

Apr 11, 2021

E. B. Meyrowitz, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

**Machlett X-Ray Book**

Apr 11, 2021

E Machlett, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts
Green & Bauer X Ray Tubes

Apr 11, 2021
John Bauer, Henry Green, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Meyer X Ray And High Frequency Apparatus

Apr 11, 2021
William Meyer; Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

1898 English X Ray

Apr 11, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

100 Ma Kearsley Stabilizer

Apr 11, 2021
Victor Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Queens X Ray Tube Pamphlet

Apr 11, 2021
Queens Co; Frank Jones; Jeff Behary

Queens X-Ray Tube Instructions

Apr 11, 2021
Queens Co; Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Electrologie Et Radiologie M Dical L. Drault

Apr 11, 2021
L. Drault, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

Campbell Trolleyless

Apr 11, 2021

Campbell Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Campbell 8 Day Timer

Apr 11, 2021

Campbell Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1896 X Ray Waltz

Apr 11, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1996-2003 Electrotherapy Museum Photo Gallery

Apr 11, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Shelton Violet Rays

Apr 10, 2021

Gentry Shelton, Halliwell Shelton, Jeff Behary
texts

Meyrowitz X Ray High Frequency Apparatus And Accessories

Apr 10, 2021

E. B. Meyrowitz, Jeff Behary
texts
Currents Of High Potential Of High And Other Frequencies
Apr 10, 2021
William Benham Snow, Jeff Behary
texts

High Frequency Currents
Apr 10, 2021
Frederick Finch Strong, Jeff Behary
texts

The Story Of The Standard
Apr 10, 2021
Standard X-Ray, Jeff Behary
texts

White Cross Violet Ray Generator
Apr 10, 2021
White Cross, Jeff Behary
texts

Thompson Plaster Style E Combination Physicians Electrical Cabinet
Apr 10, 2021
Thompson Plaster, Jeff Behary
texts

How To Use The Vitapulser
Apr 10, 2021
Vitapulser, Jeff Behary
texts

VI-Ray-O Violet Ray
Apr 10, 2021
Scheidel Western X Ray Accessories And Tubes

Apr 10, 2021
Scheidel Western, Jeff Behary
texts

The Application Of Renulife Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Renulife Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Renulife Treatment Chart And Instructions For Operating

Apr 10, 2021
Renulife Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Renulife Health Generator

Apr 10, 2021
Renulife Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Renulife Health Beauty Strength

Apr 10, 2021
Renulife Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Re Juvin Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Rejuvin, Jeff Behary
texts
Master Appliance Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021

Master Appliance, Jeff Behary
texts

Electreat

Apr 10, 2021

Electreat, Jeff Behary
texts

Electraply

Apr 10, 2021

Electraply Laboratories, Jeff Behary
texts

A Working Manual Of High Frequency Currents

Apr 10, 2021

Noble Murray Eberhart, Jeff Behary
texts

Eastern Laboratories Marvel Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021

Eastern Laboratories, Jeff Behary
texts

High Frequency Apparatus

Apr 10, 2021

Thomas Stanley Curtis, Harry Goldman, Jeff Behary
texts

Diathermy Therapy Seventh Revised Edition

Apr 10, 2021
Contra Pole Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021

Chas A Branston Violet Ray Generator

Apr 10, 2021

CESCO Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021

Bleadon Dun Violet Rays As Applied With The Violetta

Apr 10, 2021

Fischer’s Magazine 1924

Apr 10, 2021

Fischer’s Magazine 1923

Apr 10, 2021
Fischer Low Voltage Therapy Compiled

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer Type K Electrotherapeutic Cabinet

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer Low Voltage Currents For Physical Therapy Model J

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer J Universal Low Voltage Generator

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer Galvanic And Contractile Currents

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer Type F Type K Tesla Coils

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp., Jeff Behary
texts

Fischer A Brief Resume Of Diathermy

Apr 10, 2021
Victor The Treatment Of Tumors Of The Bladder By Surgical Diathermy

Apr 10, 2021
Victor Electric, Jeff Behary

Victor Electro Surgery Wm. D Mc Fee

Apr 10, 2021
Victor Electric, Wm. Mc Fee, Jeff Behary

Victor Diathermy In Genito Urinary Diseases

Apr 10, 2021
Victor Electric, Jeff Behary

Hemorrhoid Treatment By Galvanism Ogden

Apr 10, 2021
Ogden, Jeff Behary

Fischer Instruction Booklet For Motor And Pump

Apr 10, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary

Low Voltage Therapy Mc Intosh Electric

Apr 10, 2021
McIntosh Electric, Jeff Behary
Fischer Combination Galvanic And Alternating Currents

Apr 10, 2021

Fischer Accessories 1926

Apr 10, 2021

Eurisco Thompson Plaster Eye Ear Nose And Throat Cabinet

Apr 10, 2021

Burdick Syllabus

Apr 10, 2021

Birtcher Vaginal and Prostate Electrodes

Apr 10, 2021

Electro Static Eliminator

Apr 10, 2021
A Brief Physiotherapy Manual

Apr 10, 2021
Noble Murray Eberhart, Jeff Behary
texts

Construction Of Large Induction Coils

Apr 10, 2021
AT Hare, Jeff Behary
texts

William D Coolidge Letter

Apr 10, 2021
William D. Coolidge, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Codd - Excerpt on Mercury Interrupters for Induction Coils

Apr 10, 2021
Jeff Behary
texts

Burdick Morse Wave Generator

Apr 10, 2021
Burdick, Jeff Behary
texts

AS Aloe Superdiatherm

Apr 10, 2021
AS Aloe, Jeff Behary
texts

Scheidel Western X-Ray Coils

Apr 10, 2021
Scheidel Western, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
Fischer FO LO Cabinet
Apr 10, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
Fischer FO Cabinet
Apr 10, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corp, Jeff Behary
Fischer Accessories
Apr 10, 2021
H. G. Fischer Corporation, Jeff Behary
Electrotherapy In The Abstract - Maticaja
Apr 10, 2021
Maticaja, Jeff Behary
Victor Red Book Of Physical Therapy Appliances
Apr 10, 2021
Victor Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
History and Modern Development of Pancake Coils, 2011
Apr 10, 2021
Jeff Behary
Davis And Kidder Magneto Electric Machine
Apr 10, 2021
Davis & Kidder, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Cyclone Coil Instructions
Apr 10, 2021
Swett & Lewis, Thomas Burton Kinraide, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Curious Electric Forms of Thomas Burton Kinraide by Anabel Parker
Apr 10, 2021
Anabel Parker, Thomas Burton Kinraide, Jeff Behary

Coolidge X-Ray Tube
Apr 10, 2021
Victor Electric, General Electric, William Coolidge, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Cathode Rays by Joseph John Thomson
Apr 10, 2021
Joseph John Thomson, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Campbell Practical Electro Therapeutics 1917
Apr 10, 2021
Campbell Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
1920's Hettinger catalogue - X-Ray and High Frequency excerpts

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1916 Frank S Betz Catalogue - X-Ray excerpts

Apr 10, 2021
Frank S Betz, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1913 Schall & Sons Catalogue

Apr 10, 2021
Schall & Son, Cavendish, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1911 Siemens & Halske Catalogue

Apr 10, 2021
Siemens Halske, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1908 Campbell X-Ray And High Frequency Catalogue

Apr 10, 2021
Campbell Brothers, Campbell Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1907 McIntosh Battery & Optic Company

Apr 10, 2021
McIntosh Battery & Optic Company, McIntosh Electric Corp, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

1903 Rudolf Pressler Catalogue of Crookes and Geissler Tubes

Apr 10, 2021
1893 Truax, Greene & Co Catalogue of Electric Batteries

Apr 10, 2021

Truax Greene & Co, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

1880 Sir William Crookes On Radiant Matter

Apr 10, 2021

Sir William Crookes, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

Chloride Of Silver Faradic Battery

Apr 10, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

Atomic Jewel and Radioactive Static Eliminators for Vinyl Records

Apr 10, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

Aeona Factory Violet Ray Electrode with Radium

Apr 10, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts

Aeona - Die neuen radiumhaltigen Hoch Frequenz Elektrode

Apr 10, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

texts
**Pulvermacher's Chain Instructions**

Apr 10, 2021

**Boyd's Electric Battery**

Apr 10, 2021

**Gibbs Electric Massage Roller**

Apr 10, 2021

**Oxypathor Instructions**

Apr 10, 2021

**Oxypathor Back Plate Directions**

Apr 10, 2021

**Oxydoner Instructions**

Apr 10, 2021
Electric Heel Plates

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Owens Electric Belt

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Wappler Excel Blueprints

Apr 10, 2021
Wappler Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Wapa Violet Ray Cover Art

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Vio Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Thomson Plaster Instructions

Apr 10, 2021
Thomson Plaster, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Scheidel Western Columbia Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Energex - The Scientific Method Of Combating Pain

Apr 10, 2021
Energex, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

De Mooy Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
De Mooy, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Amos M. Cato Multifrex Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Amos Cato, Bleadon Dun, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Betzco Twin Pole Diathermy Machine

Apr 10, 2021
Frank S. Betz, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Wappler Diathermy and Hyfrex

Apr 10, 2021
Wappler Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Vita Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Vita, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Vi Rex - The Scientific Healing Method

Apr 10, 2021
Vi-Rex, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Health Healing Recovery - Medikus Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Medikus, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Medikus Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Medikus, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Spitz Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Rose Cub Surgical Diathermy

Apr 10, 2021
EJ Rose, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Rogers Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021
Rogers Electric Manufacturing Co, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Radiorayor High Frequency Generator

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts
Fischer J Violet Ray

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Portable High Frequency Coil Manual

Apr 10, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Mc Intosh Hogan Pamphlet

Apr 10, 2021

McIntosh Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Hyfrecator

Apr 10, 2021

Birtcher Corporation, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Holder's HF Condensator

Apr 10, 2021

W E Holder, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

Mc Intosh Hogan Directions

Apr 10, 2021

McIntosh Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
texts

The Therapeutics Of High Frequency

Apr 10, 2021
Health Vigor And Strength

Apr 10, 2021

Fitzgerald, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

diathermy simplified

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Fischer Color Scale

Apr 10, 2021

H. G. Fischer Corp, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Dr. Farnhams Electronic Radio Vibratory Instrument

Apr 10, 2021

Dr. Farnham, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Elco Catalogue & Directions

Apr 10, 2021

Elco-Lindstrom, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Dynelectron Model P

Apr 10, 2021

Frank Jones, Jeff Behary
Medical Info for Durofrequenz

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Durofrequenz

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Durofrequenz with Radium

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Chinese Violet Ray Instructions and Translation

Apr 10, 2021
Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Browne Coil Catalogue

Apr 10, 2021
B & B Apparatus Co, Ralph C. Browne, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Campbell Model CA Diathermy Machine

Apr 10, 2021
Campbell Electric, Frank Jones, Jeff Behary

Military Bovie Instructions

Apr 10, 2021
Portable Bovie Instructions

Apr 10, 2021

AS Aloe Lightning Electrotherapeutic Cabinet

Apr 10, 2021

Die Spektren Der Elemente Bei Normalem Druck - Funken

Apr 9, 2021

L' Ultra Violet

Apr 9, 2021

The Spectroscopy Of The Extreme Ultraviolet

Apr 9, 2021

Ultra Violet Energy In Dentistry

Apr 1, 2021
Iron Spectrum Hilger Quartz Spectroscope

Mar 17, 2021

Hilger, Jeff Behary

texts

Master Violet Ray

Mar 17, 2021

Master Electric Corp., Jeff Behary

texts

Victor X Ray Table

Mar 17, 2021

Victor Electric, Jeff Behary

texts

A Textbook Of X Ray Technique

Mar 17, 2021

Ritter, Jeff Behary

texts

Dental Radiography

Mar 17, 2021

Ritter, Jeff Behary

texts

Campbell X Ray Photos

Mar 17, 2021

Campbell Electric, Jeff Behary

texts
Campbell Clinix

Mar 17, 2021
Campbell Electric, Jeff Behary
texts

Absorption Spectra Of Solutions - Plates

Mar 15, 2021
Harry C. Jones, John A. Anderson, Jeff Behary
texts

The Absorption Spectra Of Solutions

Mar 15, 2021
Harry C. Jones, John. A. Andersen, Jeff Behary
texts

Eder & Valenta Volume 1

Mar 4, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta
texts

Josef Maria Eder & Eduard Valenta Papers Vol 1

Mar 4, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary
texts

Atlas Typischer Spektren Vol 2

Mar 1, 2021
Josef Maria Eder, Eduard Valenta, Jeff Behary
texts

Atlas Typischer Spektren Vol 1 & 2

Mar 1, 2021
Eder, Valenta, Jeff Behary

texts

**X-Rays, Violet Rays, And Other Rays by Maynard Shipley**

Jan 28, 2021

Jeff Behary, Maynard Shipley
texts

**The Quartz Lamp Oct 1948**

Jan 28, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

**Instructions For The Hanovia Alpine Sun Lamp**

Jan 28, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

**Hanovia A Most Vitalizing Measure**

Jan 28, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

**Burdick Filtered Ultraviolet (Black Light) In Diagnosis**

Jan 28, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

**Alpine Sun Lamp Your Place In The Sun**

Jan 28, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts
Victor Electric / GE Repairman Manual Blueprints

Jan 27, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Dr. Frederick Finch Strong UV Showroom 1929

Jan 26, 2021

Jeff Behary
image

Cooper Hewitt Poultry Treater

Jan 25, 2021

Cooper Hewitt, Jeff Behary
texts

Electrotherapy Museum Static Electric Machines By Jeff Behary

Jan 20, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Electrotherapy Museum Diathermy Machines By Jeff Behary

Jan 20, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Electrotherapy Museum X Rays And Ultraviolet Radiation By Jeff Behary

Jan 20, 2021

Jeff Behary
texts

Eder & Valenta Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Papers Preview

Nov 25, 2020
Die Verschiedenen Spectren Des Quecksilbers

Nov 25, 2020

Normal Spectren Einiger Elemente Zur Wellenlange Bestimmung Im Aussersten Ultraviolett

Nov 24, 2020

HG Fischer Archive

Nov 9, 2020

Tesla Oscillators

Nov 9, 2020

H.G. Fischer Corporation Blueprints Vol 8

Nov 6, 2020

H.G. Fischer Corporation Blueprints Vol 6

Nov 6, 2020
H. G. Fischer Corporation, Jeff Behary
texts

H.G. Fischer Corporation Nameplates Blueprints

Nov 5, 2020

H. G. Fischer Corporation, Jeff Behary
texts

On The Lichtenberg Figures

Nov 2, 2020

Peder Olaf Pedersen, Jeff Behary
texts

Générateurs d'Ultra-Violet pour Applications Médicales

Aug 10, 2020

Jeff Behary, La Verrerie Scientifique
texts

William James Morton - Cancer Treatments with X-Rays, Radium

Aug 3, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

LE Knott Apparatus Tesla Coil

Jul 27, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

Tesla Waltham Speedometer Files

Jul 11, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts
It was...

Jul 8, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Campbell Brothers / Campbell Electric Lynn MA Archive

Jul 7, 2020
Jeff Behary, Frank Jones
texts

Wappler Electric X-Ray Archive

Jul 7, 2020
Jeff Behary, Daniel Cuscela
texts

Violet Ray Manuals

Jul 7, 2020
Jeff Behary, Frank Jones
texts

Elihu Thomson Papers

Jul 6, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Electrotherapy at The National Museum Of Health

Jul 6, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Instrucciones Sanchez

Jul 6, 2020
Sir William Crookes - Researches Into Modern Spiritualism

Jul 6, 2020

Sir William Crookes, Jeff Behary

texts

Some Unpublished Letters Of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky - Dr. Eugene Corson

Jul 6, 2020

Dr. Eugene Corson, Jeff Behary

texts

Rayos X - Monico Sanchez

Jul 6, 2020

Monico Sanchez, Jeff Behary

texts

Peder Olaf Pedersen: On the Lichtenberg Figures

Jul 6, 2020

Peder Olaf Pedersen, PO Pedersen, Jeff Behary

texts

Lord Armstrong - On A Multiple Induction Machine

Jul 6, 2020

Lord Armstrong, Jeff Behary

texts

Lord Armstrong - Electric Movement In Air And Water

Jul 6, 2020

Lord Armstrong, Daniel Cuscela, Jeff Behary

texts
Gas Spectrum Tubes Photographed

Jul 4, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Therapeutic Effects Of Ultraviolet

Apr 17, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Technique Handbook On Quartz Light Therapy

Apr 17, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Heliotherapy with Quartz Lamps

Apr 17, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Carola Yacht Log Vols 1 & 2

Apr 14, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

Ultraviolet Radiation Reference 1

Apr 3, 2020
Jeff Behary
texts

HG Fischer Blueprints for Carbon Arc Lamps, Ultraviolet Lamps, and Infrared Lamps

Apr 3, 2020
Jeff Behary

texts

**Burdick Ultraviolet Lamps**

Apr 2, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

**Misc. Ultraviolet Catalogues and Pamphlets**

Mar 31, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

**On Ozone**

Mar 31, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

**The Quartz Lamp**

Mar 31, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

**Hanovia Lamps**

Mar 31, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts

**Some loose translations of practical documents concerning COVID-19 Coronavirus**

Mar 27, 2020

Jeff Behary
texts
Frank Jones And Jeff Behary drive from Spirit Lake ID to Wardenclyffe

Dec 5, 2019

Jeff Behary

texts

Electrotherapy Museum Archive 2014

Dec 5, 2019

Jeff Behary

texts

Electrotherapy Museum Archive 2013

Dec 4, 2019

Jeff Behary

texts

Carola Mandel Archive Snippet

Dec 4, 2019

Jeff Behary

texts

Electrotherapy Museum Archive 2012

Nov 30, 2019

Jeff Behary

texts
Electrotherapy Museum Archive Photos 2005

Nov 12, 2019

Electrotherapy Museum Photos 1996-2003

Nov 11, 2019

Frederick Finch Strong Scrapbook and Compilation

Nov 9, 2019

Electrotherapy Museum Library: 1996-2003

Nov 9, 2019

Bill Wysock Scrapbooks: Tesla Technology Research

Nov 9, 2019

Dr. Frederick Finch Strong Scrapbook

Nov 9, 2019
Electrotherapy Museum Letters

Nov 9, 2019
Jeff Behary
texts

Electrical discharges in a vacuum: A selection of Crookes, Geissler, Mercury Vapour, and X-Ray Tubes by Jeff Behary

Jun 9, 2019
Jeff Behary
texts

H.G. Fischer 11x 17 X-Ray Tesla Medical Blueprints

Apr 9, 2019
Jeff Behary
texts

Jeff Behary Favorites
collection
Jan 27, 2019
collection

In Quest Of Kinraide: 5020 pages in 2 Volumes

Jan 26, 2019
Jeff Behary
texts

The Quest For Kinraide: Volume Two: References, Restorations, Reproductions, and Photo Galleries.

Jan 26, 2019
Jeff Behary
texts

In Quest of Kinraide: Volume One: Electrical Discharge Photos
Jan 26, 2019  
Jeff Behary  
texts

**Swett & Lewis Cyclone Coil**

Jan 26, 2019  
Swett & Lewis  
texts

**Bulletin 24 Static Machines Accessories and Electro-Therapeutic Apparatus**

Jan 26, 2019  
Swett & Lewis  
texts

**The Kinraide Coil, 2nd Edition**

Jan 26, 2019  
Swett & Lewis  
texts

**Swett & Lewis X-Ray and High Frequency Coils**

Jan 26, 2019  
Swett & Lewis  
texts

**High Resolution Photos from Thomas Burton Kinraide including the last known photos of the Keely Motor**

Jan 26, 2019  
Jeff Behary  
texts

**Thomas Burton Kinraide Electrical Spark Photo Posters**

Jan 26, 2019
Jeff Behary

Fourth Dimension

Jan 25, 2019

Thomas Burton Kinraide

texts

A Selection of Patents from Thomas Burton Kinraide

Jan 25, 2019

Thomas Burton Kinraide

texts

7" x 9" Glass Plate Negatives of Electricity from Thomas Burton Kinraide

Jan 25, 2019

Thomas Burton Kinraide

texts

7" x 7" Glass Plate Negatives of Thomas Burton Kinraide

Jan 25, 2019

Thomas Burton Kinraide

texts

5 x 7 Glass Plate Negatives of Thomas Burton Kinraide

Jan 25, 2019

Thomas Burton Kinraide

texts

Otherworldly

Jan 25, 2019

Jeff Behary

texts

Swett & Lewis Catalogue
The Jackson High Frequency Coil

Jan 25, 2019
Swett & Lewis

8" x 10" Glass Plate Negatives of Electricity made by Thomas Burton Kinraide

Nov 28, 2018
Jeff Behary, Thomas Burton Kinraide

11" x 14" Glass Plate Negatives of Electrical Discharges

Nov 28, 2018
Jeff Behary, Thomas Burton Kinraide

The Kinraide Coil

Nov 28, 2018
Thomas Burton Kinraide

A selection of color photos of 8x10 glass plate negatives of Thomas Burton Kinraide’s Electrical Spark Photos

Nov 28, 2018
Jeff Behary, Thomas Burton Kinraide